Although mathematicians often use it, mathematical beauty is a philosophically challenging concept. How can abstract objects be evaluated as beautiful? Is this related to the way we visualise them?
Introduction
What is mathematical beauty? How could beauty be found in such an abstract subject as mathematics? Not attempting to solve this problem, I will attempt to answer a pair of specific questions which have some bearing on it. These questions arise from mathematicians' judgements about both the abstract objects they investigate and the visual artefacts they use to represent those objects. These seem to be aesthetic judgements, 1. only perceptual, i.e. dependent only on properties, which an object can be perceived to have; all the other talk about "beauty" is metaphorical or loose or 2. not-only perceptual, but also intellectual (and possibly of many kinds).
Clearly it is only in case 2 that there could be mathematical beauty, strictly and literally speaking. Jerrold Levinson [2011] among others claims that there is an irreducible variety of beauty, supporting claim 2. Rafael De Clercq [2015] in his excellent survey briefly criticises the postulation of different kinds of beauty and calls attention to the problem of expert-related aesthetic judgements as a way to define beauty. Nick Zangwill [2003, 2001, 1999] supports claim 1 and in considering mathematical proofs, denies that they are literally elegant. John Barker [2009] responds to Zangwill's arguments and puts forward the idea that elegance of mathematical proofs is the same elegance as found in other objects. I will consider Zangwill's points as they apply to certain mathematical entities which are not proofs. Most works discussing mathematical beauty, including Barker's, concentrate on proofs. Zangwill builds his argument on the basis that a proof is an epistemically functional construction and all aesthetic-like appreciations of elegant proofs are strictly speaking epistemic rather than aesthetic. I will examine aesthetic judgements of experts in a particular area. I will point out that a closer look at mathematical practice shows that mathematical beauty is not limited to proofs only: there are other entities appreciated as beautiful. In this paper I will consider mathematical graphs rather than proofs, where these are the objects of graph theory, not the diagrams found in calculus textbooks and elsewhere.
I start the paper with some basic assumptions about beauty. I then explain the distinction between an abstract mathematical object and its particular visualisations.
I distinguish beauty of the object and beauty of its visual representations. This is not a metaphysical but a methodological distinction, which will later help me to trace the contributors to mathematical beauty. Looking at particular cases, I identify loose and correct uses of the word "beautiful" in mathematicians' judgements and also the factors of beauty to which mathematicians respond and whether these factors are perceptual or not. I take some time to develop my case study and towards the end I return to the philosophical discussion and respond to some objections.
My assumptions
Let me begin with some minimal understanding of mathematical beauty and then try to develop this understanding by studying particular examples. As mentioned Zangwill's view is disputed by Barker and others, and I will take it as a premise in this paper that abstract mathematical entities can be beautiful, strictly and literally speaking.
To judge something mathematical to be beautiful is to admit that this thing has the power to give an aesthetic pleasure and which is valued to some positive degree.
By saying "This is a beautiful proof!" the mathematician implies that the proof has a positive emotional effect on her in comparison to other proofs she knows. This does not imply that beauty is a particular property of a mathematical entity independent of a mathematician's cognition, like the curvature of a surface or the number of roots of an equation. Beauty seems to be more like a power, causing pleasure to mathematicians while they are intellectually engaged with the mathematical entity. In aesthetic terms, beauty is a response-dependent property.
I do not want to go into discussion about objectivity of beauty, but it is important to distinguish the use of "beautiful" to make an aesthetic judgement from various loose uses of the word, for example, when something is called "beautiful" because it appeals to (or satisfies) a practical interest or helps to reach a goal. "I will give you now a beautiful example", may be said when the speaker likes the example only because it is typical and easy to understand, i.e. satisfies somebody's practical interests.
An aesthetic judgement is not merely an expression of feeling about the mathematical entity. In saying of something that it is beautiful, the speaker is not saying that it delights her or that she likes it very much. For on the question of what (currently) delights her she is the authority; but on the question of the aesthetic quality of the entity, she is open to education and correction by people of greater expertise and more developed sensibility of the relevant kind.
In this paper I constrain the discussion to aesthetic judgements made by specialists about their subject matter. While there is rarely perfect agreement about what is beautiful and what is not, there is a large measure of agreement among specialists when making comparisons.
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Another assumption I make is that (mathematical) beauty is a matter of degree.
We can judge one entity to be more beautiful than another, and some can even appear ugly to us. In practice aesthetic judgements often arise in the context of comparing things. A mathematics lecturer will not miss a chance to mention to the students if somebody has found a more beautiful proof of a theorem than the one in their textbook; and she will be always delighted by a student's more beautiful solution to a problem.
Analogously, as I will show later, one representation of a mathematical object may be judged more beautiful than another.
Mathematical objects and their cognitive representations
Mathematical matter is abstract, but in practice mathematicians use representations of mathematical entities such as drawings of graphs, diagrams, written formulas, tables and the like. These representations, along with definitions, help to fix the abstract content and help understanding and communication; they also facilitate various mathematical actions (such as matrix multiplication). For a simple example, a linear function is a mathematical object, but the formula printed here: "y = x + 5" or a visualised graph of this function are cognitive representations of this function. The distinction between an abstract mathematical object and its cognitive (visual) representation will be useful in analysing aesthetic judgements in mathematics.
Perceptual vs. intellectual beauty
I will distinguish perceptual and intellectual (or mathematical) beauty, in respect to mathematical visualisations and mathematical objects. Kant already said that "beautiful representations of objects are to be distinguished from beautiful objects", and I will come back to his view later in the discussion.
2 I am not saying that they are two different kinds of beauty; I simply want to point out that mathematicians when judging a mathematical entity as beautiful, may be responding to abstract properties of mathematical objects or to visible properties of the representation. Perceptual beauty can be found in visually pleasing representations of mathematical entities, such as visualisations of geometric constructions, graphs and arrays of formulas. Looking at a visual representation we can appreciate its perceptual beauty.
In that case it is not the mathematical content of the representation that causes us pleasure. It is possible that somebody without any mathematical background and who does not know or understand the mathematical content of the representation can appreciate the overall visual effect of the mixture of visible properties, such as symmetry, smoothness of curves and the combination of colours.
To illustrate the case of intellectual beauty, I will use a puzzle "tangram", originated in China.
3 It consists of seven flat pieces, which may not overlap and aim to form different shapes. The conventional default shape is a square as in Figure 1 a). Any particular shape is not what makes it special but that the fact that so many different shapes can be made is truly astonishing. Over 6500 different tangram problems can be found in the 19th century books alone, and the current number is increasing. A clash between visualisation and geometrical combinatorics behind it can create paradoxes. Some visualisations surprise us: they seem to be broken, but in fact they contain the same seven geometric shapes. In Figure 2 a) depicting the Two monks paradox the first monk is missing a foot; as do the second and third cups in the right figure b), the Magic Dice Cup tangram paradox. 6 As soon as we understand the paradox geometrically we are able to admire tangram's mathematical beauty.
3 I am grateful to the referee for suggesting this example. The strategy I will use to approach the questions above will be to (i) consider a particular property, which has traditionally been associated with beauty both in perceptual and intellectual sense, namely, symmetry and then (ii) examine how visually perceived symmetries and symmetries known to exist but not perceived can contribute to beauty; (iii) for this purpose I will focus on a particular mathematical example.
Symmetry as we see it and symmetry in mathematics
In this section I will point out that not all abstract symmetries can be easily perceived in visual representations. In this case it would be useful to understand how the perceived and how simply calculated symmetries contribute to beauty. In fact only some symmetries of an object, usually reflection, rotation and translation, but not all of them, can be perceived in its visual representation. Examples for limits of visible symmetry will follow. For rotations and reflections of a square and a repeated pattern in tiles, are examples of symmetries we easily grasp. The distinction between symmetries visualised in representations and algebraically determined symmetries is sometimes designated as "geometrical and combinatorial symmetries"; I will use these expressions in the same way.
In mathematics "symmetry" has a precise connotation. 7 A symmetry of a mathematical object is a transformation that leaves the object essentially unchanged: a structure preserving bijection of the object onto itself. From a mathematical perspective, there are many more symmetries than we can be perceptually sensitive to, partly because our natural grasp of symmetry is often solely geometrical.
However, symmetry has a broader scope than solely geometry. Consider the value preserving permutation of the product of two differences (a-b)(c-d). These are algebraic symmetries.
Symmetry in graph theory
In discrete mathematics, a graph is an ordered pair G = (V, E) where V is a non-empty set of vertices of G and E, the set of edges of G, is a subset of the 2-subsets of V .
That is, the edges are (possibly ordered) pairs of the elements of V . For instance 7 Weyl [1952] gives a nice exposition about symmetry and mathematics.
the following set is a graph called K 1,3 : K 1,3 = {V, E} = {{u, v, w, x}, {a, b, c}} = {{u, v, w, x}, {{u, x}, {v, x}, {w, x}}}. In practice it is often useful to give a graph a pictorial representation: that is representing vertices as dots and edges as lines joining the relevant dots. Such pictorial representations can be realised in an aesthetically more or less attractive way, and this is were the question of aesthetics about representations appears.
In graph theory a symmetry is a vertex permutation that preserves graph structure, namely adjacency, non-adjacency of vertices and the number of edges between them.
Let me explicitly articulate the difference between (1) a geometrical symmetry and (2) a symmetry in graph theory.
(1) For any geometrical object G (taken as a set of points in a Euclidean space of the relevant dimension) a symmetry s of G is a distance-
(2) For any graph G a symmetry s of G is an adjacency-preserving
is an edge of G.
The symmetries that we notice in a graph drawing are those geometrical symmetries which can easily be discerned by visualising rigid motions of the whole geometrical object. Motions of this kind which take vertices to vertices will clearly preserve adjacency.
So the vertex-to-vertex geometrical symmetries which we notice in a drawing of a graph reveal to us some of the graph symmetries.
The Petersen graph
Graphs are convenient objects for observing symmetries: they are algebraic objects, and algebra provides us with sufficient information about combinatorial symmetries; at the same time, graphs have many visual representations, which are useful for studying perceptual aspects of symmetry including aesthetical aspects. Let me now introduce a graph which by many graph-theorists is considered to be "one of the most beautiful graphs in graph theory", the Petersen graph. Although the graph first appeared in Kempe [1886] , it was named after Petersen (Petersen [1898] ). In fact there are many drawings of this graph: symmetric and asymmetric. In Petersen's paper the drawing of this graph did not reflect its symmetries as in Figure 3a . In Kempe's paper the drawing appears with symmetry of order 3 as in Figure 3b , meaning the three rotations and three reflections. The most traditional and most preferred by mathematicians drawing of the Petersen graph as in Figure 3c shows 10 symmetries: five rotations and five reflections. In fact, it can be shown that a drawing of the Petersen graph can have at most ten symmetries, and is maximally symmetric.
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A striking fact is that the Petersen graph has 120 symmetries! Various drawings of the Petersen graph enable us to perceive some of its symmetries, but no drawing can show all the graph symmetries at once. We can visualise some rotations and reflections, but not all their compositions. So there is more mathematically detectable symmetry, or "invisible" or "hidden" beauty, as mathematicians like to put it. Having a variety of drawings of the Petersen graph, symmetric and asymmetric, is useful for different tasks, but interestingly one of them is considered to be "more beautiful" than the others. Keeping in mind these two considerations: "hidden beauty" and "the most beautiful drawing", one about abstract and another about an artefact, I will try to explain this situation and explore the aesthetic impact of symmetry, starting with the impact of symmetries in an abstract mathematical sense, including those which are not visualised, as factors in beauty. Towards the end of paper I will consider how the visible symmetries can contribute to mathematical beauty.
Is the Petersen graph strictly and literally beautiful?
Having discussed aesthetics of visual representations of mathematical entities I now move to the aesthetics of the abstract mathematical entities themselves. In this case the entity is the Petersen graph, independently of a particular representation, i.e. a collection of vertices connected by edges, but not the drawings. From this perspective, how could anything so abstract as that be beautiful?
My general answer to this question is that a combination of rare and eminent math-3. The Petersen graph automorphism group is S5, which does not contain elements of order 9 and 10 and therefore has no cyclic automorphism of size 9 and 10.
4. Thus the dihedral group of size 10 (cycle of size 5 plus a reflection) is the largest possible.
ematical properties of the abstract object shapes the intellectual beauty to which mathematicians respond emotionally. If one asks graph theorists who work with the Petersen graph why it is beautiful, they naturally give an extended list of reasons.
Compared to many important graphs, e.g. the Hoffman-Singleton graph (see Figure 4 right-hand side), the Petersen graph has relatively few vertices and edges. Yet mathematicians have discovered that it has a multitude of outstanding qualities, which one would not expect from initial acquaintance. It is first of all this combination of properties that motivates the strongly positive aesthetic response of mathematicians.
They are responding to what they have discovered of the deep nature of the Petersen graph, as opposed to its surface appearance in visual representations. In order to give the reader a taste of what mathematicians are responding to, a brief description of several relevant properties will be given in the next few paragraphs (not all can be defined here).
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Rich in symmetry
The Petersen graph is highly symmetric. There are 120 symmetries -permutations of vertices and edges preserving adjacency/non-adjacency. Graph theory also interprets them in terms of various regularities. The Petersen graph is vertex-transitive, meaning there are symmetries taking any one vertex to any other (every vertex has the same adjacency/non-adjacency configuration). Consequently, it is strongly regular : (a) any two adjacent vertices have the same number k of common neighbours as any other two adjacent vertices and (b) any two non-adjacent vertices have the same number j of common neighbours as any other two non-adjacent vertices. It is also edge-transitive, which means, analogously to vertex-transitivity, that there are symmetries taking any 9 The choice of properties is suggested in Goucher [2013] .
one edge to any other. In fact, it is 3-arc-transitive: every directed three-edge path in the Petersen graph can be transformed into every other such path by an automorphism. This high degree of symmetry in such a small graph is impressive, and regardless of our visual perception of it, symmetry makes a mathematical object more beautiful.
Why? Firstly, because symmetry helps us to grasp mathematical structure and its higher generality. Indeed, on the basis of these different types of symmetries one can form families of graphs and compare them by relating properties. Also some of these types form hierarchies: e.g. strong regularity implies regularity, distance transitivity implies arc transitivity, which implies vertex and edge-transitivity, and etc. Thus the classification of these symmetries provides an account for generality in studying graphs.
Secondly, symmetry may lead us to other significant properties and connections. Let me now indicate this with some examples.
One of four possible Moore graphs
The Petersen graph is one of only four possible Moore graphs. This is an exceptional property, which is directly related to symmetry, namely strong regularity of the graph, and depends on two parameters: diameter and girth. A graph diameter is the greatest of the shortest distances between two vertices and since in the Petersen graph any two vertices can be connected by two edges the graph diameter is 2. The girth of a graph is the length of a shortest cycle contained in the graph (shortest closed path without repeating vertices except the starting one). In a n-regular graph every vertex is adjacent to n edges. For diameter 2 and girth 5 the only possible strongly regular graphs are:
1. The 5-vertex 2-regular pentagon;
2. The 10-vertex 3-regular Petersen graph;
3. The 50-vertex 7-regular Hoffman-Singleton graph;
4. The 3250-vertex 57-regular graph (open problem).
The first three are depicted in Figure 4 below, and the fourth is not proven to exist yet. To be a Moore graph is therefore a rare property; it is intriguing and surprising. This is what may help to make these graphs seem beautiful to mathematicians. Moreover, the Petersen graph has a combination of virtues not shared by the other two Moore graphs known to exist, pentagon and the Hoffman-Singleton graph. The Petersen graph is not as trivial as pentagon and has more interesting structure. At the same time it
is not as complicated as the Hoffman-Singleton graph: its configuration is very clear and can be grasped at a glance. It is very likely that our aesthetic responses are more favourable when we find a balance between simplicity and complexity. So even among the Moore graphs it may be the most attractive one. Interestingly, one can notice in Figure 4 that the Hoffman-Singleton graph contains copies of the Petersen graph (in fact exactly 525).
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Not a Cayley graph (not a graph of a group)
The Petersen graph is vertex-transitive. All Cayley graphs, which are graphs of generated groups, have this property by construction. Curiously not all vertex-transitive graphs are Cayley. It was shown in Biggs [1994] that the Petersen graph is the smallest connected vertex-transitive graph that is not Cayley. The right graph, K5, in Figure   6 , is a Cayley graph and the left one, the Petersen, is not. This is quite a surprising fact and it is due to the high symmetry of the Petersen graph. Indeed there are many vertex-transitive graphs, and many of them are Cayley graphs; we know how to construct those. Constructing vertex-transitive non-Cayley graphs, however, is a challenging ongoing project. Interestingly the Petersen graph falls into this special category.
Non-planar
A graph may have planar and non-planar drawings in a Euclidean plane. If a graph has any planar drawing, it is a planar graph as in Figure 5 . Therefore a planar drawing proves the graph's planarity; otherwise we have to prove that such a drawing is impossible.
There are a few proofs of non-planarity. Some of them are based on the existence 
A snark
This is probably the most intriguing property of the Petersen graph, even associated with a fictional hero. First snarks were hard to find and at the same time, highly intriguing. That explains best Martin Gardner's choice for a fictional character rather than for a precise abbreviation of "Nontrivial Uncolourable Trivalent". 12 The name was borrowed from Lewis Carroll's poem The Hunting of the Snark about a mysterious creature with an unusual combination of features. A snark is a graph in which every vertex has three neighbours (meaning it is a cubic graph), and the edges cannot be coloured by only three colours without two edges of the same colour meeting at a point. Again the Petersen graph stands out. Not only was it the first found snark, it is probably the smallest snark: all the other possible snarks are likely to be reducible to it (by deleting some edges and collapsing the correspondent vertices). This is a conjecture due to W. T. Tutte: every snark has the Petersen graph as a minor. 13 Interestingly this conjecture is a strengthened form of the famous four colour theorem!
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Discussion
About the beauty of the abstract
These are just some of the remarkable properties of the Petersen graph, the simplest to explain.
15 Why should we accept that this combination of properties makes the Petersen graph beautiful? Given that most of the remarkable and rare properties of the graph are connected with its high symmetry, why would the fact that symmetries help us to grasp the mathematical structure and other properties, imply that symmetries help to make the object beautiful? Someone might wonder: do any properties of the object which help us to discover its structure contribute to its beauty? Similarly, how and why do the symmetry-related properties of the object contribute to its beauty? It may seem that we are making the aesthetic value of the object depend on the intellectual value of a certain type of property. Cain Todd [2008] raises this question in his paper challenging philosophers to differentiate epistemic and aesthetic dimensions. In fact sometimes it may be difficult to give a test to separate pleasure from epistemic or practical benefits and genuine aesthetic pleasure. 16 It is often so in moral cases: something immoral we also perceive as ugly and moral as beautiful. Also there are useful and not very beautiful things and vice versa, and mathematicians seem to be aware of this fact. For example, all proofs serve the primary epistemic function of establishing their conclusion, but not all of them are judged beautiful; also, some proofs which have the additional epistemic merit of explaining their conclusions are not judged beautiful, and some which are judged beautiful do not explain their conclusions.
17
15 There is an entire book devoted solely to the Petersen graph, where a colossal number of remarkable properties of the graph can be found: The Petersen Graph Holton and Sheehan [1993] .
16 However, there are contexts when the roles seem to be more clear. For example, Cellucci [2015] , p.15 suggests: "Mathematical beauty can have a role in the context of discovery, because it can guide us in selecting which hypothesis to consider and which to disregard. Therefore, the aesthetic factors can have an epistemic role qua aesthetic factors".
17 See section 4 in Giaquinto [2016] .
One reason for accepting that these properties contribute to the beauty of the Petersen graph is that experts agree in citing them as relevant: mathematicians I have spoken with referred to these and other properties in defence of their claim that the Petersen graph is a beautiful graph. This convergence of opinion may be not decisive, because (a) it is possible that the mathematicians are using the word "beautiful" loosely and (b) even if the word is being used in a strictly correct way, experts may be wrong in identifying what is giving them aesthetic pleasure in attending to the object.
While it is possible that they describe the graph as "beautiful" meaning only that it is fascinating or remarkable, we have to ask why in that case do they so often use an aesthetic expression here, when they are perfectly capable of finding non-aesthetic words to express their interest ("fascinating", "remarkable", "noteworthy", "intriguing" and alike). The most plausible explanation of their using "beautiful" is that they experience a kind and degree of pleasure that is similar to the pleasure experienced when attending to things which they feel are strictly beautiful, such as fine musical compositions or natural scenes. In this case, loose usage is not a serious possibility. While they may be wrong about exactly which combination of properties lead them to judge the Petersen graph beautiful, the properties they mention are very likely to be relevant. This is because they agree: no graph theorist (of those spoken to) thinks that one or more of the properties presented above is not a contributor to the aesthetic quality of the Petersen graph. Someone can ask: but does the beauty of the Petersen graph not depend on its having a pretty representation (unlike the Hoffman-Singleton graph which is too com- Remarkably, one comes across with other positive emotional responses to the properties of Petersen graph which are not aesthetic, but definitely practical. Graph-theorists like testing conjectures on the graph and express their satisfaction in non-aesthetic although positively emotional terms ("falling in love with this graph", "being faithful to", "wanting to marry it" and alike). This can serve as a strong evidence for believing that at least some mathematical aesthetic judgements may be correct, as I believe the two above are. When mathematicians are judging the Petersen graph as beautiful they do not seem to be concerned with knowing and using it. These judgements are not about epistemic or pragmatic categories, but associated with mathematicians' aesthetic experience. Complex, rich and interesting symmetries unfold more structural beauty.
Zangwill has two objections to the view that mathematical entities can be beautiful.
One objection relates only to entities which have an intrinsic non-aesthetic function, such as proofs. This objection is not a threat to the view that mathematical objects such as the Petersen graph can be beautiful, because mathematical graphs, like stones, can be used but have no intrinsic function. The second objection is that properties of non-sensory abstract objects simply fall outside the category of aesthetic. In support of this view Zangwill makes the following remark: "As the etymological origins of the word "aesthetic" suggest, aesthetic properties are those that we appreciate in percep- Barker's response to such a move is appropriate here: "One could, of course, simply stipulate that aesthetic properties and responses are in some sense sensory. Nothing prevents us from using the terms "elegance," "beauty," etc., in that way if we so choose.
But it is hard for me to see any real benefit in making such a stipulation. Quite the opposite: it will simply blind us to the real and important similarities that exist between mathematical and sensory beauty" Barker [2009] , p. 14. Indeed, along with mathematics, most of conceptual art, where artefacts are almost irrelevant, fall out of aesthetic considerations exactly because the beauty is not necessarily perceptual. Similarly in mathematics, perceptual attractiveness is, with rare exceptions, irrelevant, and perceptual mediators require mathematical interpretation to be appreciated, as it is in the case of tangram and in the case I am going to consider next. Besides, in mathematics, it takes time to develop a good level of expertise, not to say aesthetic sensitivity.
About the beauty of visual mathematical representations
Remember This drawing is hardly ever used, it does not appear naturally in practice, and according to graph theorists, they come across with it occasionally via computer visualisations.
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Both drawings have the same five reflection and five rotation symmetries. In fact ten is the maximum number of symmetries visualisable in a plane drawing of the graph.
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However, there is a big difference in mathematicians' aesthetic judgements of the two.
Graph theorists judge the left one to be significantly more beautiful than the right one and sometimes even call them "the beautiful" and "the ugly". For a lay person they may appear equally beautiful or the right drawing may look prettier. In fact the majority prefers the right one "because it is a star". What are the experts actually responding to when saying that the left drawing is "most beautiful" and the other is "ugly", given that they have the same symmetry and represent the same mathematical structure? Fewer intersections with broader inner angles in the left one makes clear that it is composed of a pentagon and a pentagram (and five edges bridging them). Perceiving this geometric structure that links the graph to geometry may add to mathematical beauty of the drawing. 21 This is an aesthetic merit and it adds to my emphasis on 20 About efficient graph drawing see e.g. Purchase et al. [2012] . 21 The referee noticed that the right hand side drawing also suggests a geometric interpretation (a composition of five isosceles triangles). In fact, geometric graph theory and topological graph theory are based on geometric representations of graphs (for details see e.g. Lovász [2014] and Pisanski [2000] ). I give an example when graphs played a role of inter-mediators between group theory and hyperbolic geometry in e.g. Starikova [2012] .
the distinction between a representation of an object and the object itself. The two geometric subgraphs, are so well-articulated in relation one to another, that with a bit of mental transformation, one can easily turn "the beautiful" drawing into K5 and realise that K5 is a minor of the Petersen (see Figure 6 ). This visible similarity between the drawings of the Petersen and K5 immediately reveals that the Petersen graph is non-planar and makes it surprising that, while it is like K5 in being vertex-transitive, it is unlike K5 in being non-Cayley.
Moreover, observing Figure 8 of "the beautiful" and "the ugly" drawings of the Petersen graph, one can notice that "the beautiful" shows a lot of other interesting structural information, which is obscured in "the ugly". The most intriguing properties of the graph from section Rich in symmetry are visible in the traditional drawing. Furthermore, the a simple twist of the pentagram relative to the pentagon keeping the centre fixed and allowing the bridging edges to stretch shows that the graph is unit distance (see Figure 7) . In the study of snarks, it is "the beautiful" drawing which "reveals" that other snarks have the Petersen graph as a minor. Notice, that the isomorphic right-hand side drawing does not provide such insights. Therefore, the abstract beauty of the graph shines the best through "the beautiful" drawing and is obscured in "the ugly". Similarly to mathematicians trying to visualise abstract structures in the most effective way, artists follow the "rules of perception" (proportions, density of details, composition, symmetry) to help a perceiver recognise beauty in the artefact.
This strengthens the case for saying that the mathematicians' aesthetic judgement in favour of the traditional drawing arises from intellectual pleasure as opposed to merely sensory pleasure. Some of the relevant mathematical properties are revealed by means of visual properties of the drawing. So the intellectual pleasure in this case has a sensory mediator, but mathematicians seem to respond to the intellectual content. The question is whether the judgement in favour of the traditional drawing is an aesthetic judgement, and what roles intellectual and sensory components are in this judgement.
Since the function of the drawing is to help us understand the graph, this could still be a case in which the drawing performs its function more beautifully than other drawings. One can say that the value of the drawing in this case is merely instrumental, non-aesthetic, and then Zangwill's objection applies. Zangwill uses the idea of beauty independent of fulfilling a purpose from Kant, although with modification.
22 However, in one passage Kant suggests that a feature which facilitates understanding may also and "mathematics by itself is nothing but rules", 26 supposes that Kant underestimated the richness of mathematical practice in its historical dynamics. I believe that the case I have presented in this paper supports the view that abstract mathematical objects can be beautiful.
The interpretation in Breitenbach [2015] of Kant's aesthetic theory shades light on the Kantian rejection of beauty of mathematical abstract objects, as it is often received, and suggests that "the experience of beauty in mathematics is grounded not in an intellectual insight into particular properties of mathematical objects but in our felt awareness of the imaginative processes that lead to mathematical knowledge" (Breitenbach [2015] , p.2). This implies that Kant aims to distinguish knowing the properties of the abstract object (properties that may converge to some perfection) and free (spontaneous) imaginative activities involving these properties. Only these activities, which are a subject to creativity, make possible aesthetic appreciation of such perfection.
These two types of pleasure: epistemic and aesthetic, differ; and Zangwill's objection does not hold.
Kant's view is a strong subjectivist's position but it stresses an under-appreciated aspect of mathematical practice, which is still important -the practice of visualising and representing mathematical abstracta in a most comprehensible way. (Maybe more than that is also under-appreciated: responding emotionally and creatively, experimenting, going beyond standard ways in reasoning.) Clearly many mathematical areas develop their specific styles of visual representations: consider geometry, graph theory and algebra. Apparently, the art of sculpturing mathematics includes designing and refining the looks of its elements. These definitely have an aesthetic character. In practice it is often difficult to produce a mathematically effective visual representation, one which easily conveys the content. exemplars. This is so with regard to the favourite drawing of the Petersen graph.
Therefore, according to Kant, visible symmetry of an object may contribute both to understanding and to beauty. Indeed the examples above demonstrate that in mathematics an aesthetic response requires at least some and sometimes very profound understanding. If that is right, the same may be true of those properties of the favourite drawing of the Petersen graph which most help one understand the graph itself. So, the favoured drawing of the Petersen graph has intellectual beauty, i.e. beauty that requires mathematical interpretation of the drawing to appreciate. But perfect and exceptional properties of the graph itself still have to be there.
To sum up this section, it is unlikely to be a mere coincidence that the "good" drawing is also considered as more beautiful. On the graph theorists' view the traditional drawing wins. The reason for that is perhaps that experts respond to the combination of the perceptual and intellectual, but presumably intellectual factors have more weight in mathematical beauty than perceptual factors. The intellectual factors are those concerning the manner of representation and the mathematical structure of the object itself. One principle that may be operating here is how easy it is for us to extract structural information directly from the drawing, or the signal-to-noise ratio.
In the right hand diagram there is more irrelevant information: three times as much for each intersection point, as explained above. Moreover, the structurally significant subgraphs are not clearly separated in the right hand drawing, whereas the insignificant properties, e.g. three-edge crosses, become louder. These properties reduce the signal-to-noise ratio in the right hand drawing. Looking at a "beautiful" drawing, a mathematician more easily and more quickly discerns the structure and therefore its beauty. In contrast, when the mathematician looks at the "ugly" drawing, the extra noise diminishes her aesthetic pleasure. It is not just the number of "good" properties that makes a drawing more beautiful. The mathematician responds emotionally per-haps to the structural features of the graph itself revealed to us by the drawing, such as the possession of significant substructures having shapes of geometric figures. Similarly in the tanrgram example, as soon as we understand the interplay between the visualisations and mathematics behind them, we understand the visual paradoxes. Then we are able to appreciate the beauty of tangrams not simply for palette or proportions.
On the basis of this case study we can put forward the following tentative hypotheses:
• Different drawings of the same object may reveal different mathematical properties (symmetries).
• Visible symmetries may contribute to the mathematical beauty of a representation of a mathematical object (though the effect is not proportional to the number of symmetries).
• Particular visual properties help one grasp mathematical properties (structural) and appreciate it aesthetically.
• If two drawings of an object have a similar degree of perceptual beauty, the one which reveals a greater degree of mathematical beauty of the object has greater mathematical beauty.
• Mathematicians respond to a combination of various factors: perceptual and intellectual; but intellectual factors prevail.
Conclusions
Taking into account that in practice mathematicians work with visual representations, we must distinguish between beauty of mathematical objects and beauty of visual representations of mathematical objects. Visual mathematical representations may look aesthetically appealing both for a lay person and a mathematician. However, while a lay person appreciates solely the visual appearance of a representation, for a mathematician, a visual representation of a mathematical object may be assessed for perceptual beauty, for intellectual beauty, or a combination of both.
Visible symmetry is one mathematical property that contributes to perceptual beauty.
Mathematicians find the most symmetric drawing of the Petersen graph the most beautiful. However, between two equally symmetric representations of the same Petersen graph they choose the clearer one as more beautiful. It turned out that they find visible symmetry along with other perceptual properties of graph drawings (e.g. fewer edge
intersections, broader angles between adjacent vertices) also aesthetically appealing.
This suggests that when comparing diagrams of the Petersen graph in aesthetic terms, mathematicians respond to a combination of both perceptually appealing properties (e.g. visible symmetries) and the mathematical properties of the object represented.
A representation's possession of properties that are useful is not by itself sufficient for mathematical beauty.
Mathematicians may also make aesthetic judgements about a mathematical abstract object as such, focusing on its mathematical properties. For example, in explaining why they describe the Petersen graph as beautiful, they tend to emphasise its high symmetry relative to its small size, and its outstanding mathematical properties, mostly related to symmetry. This implies that both visible symmetry and abstract symmetry contribute to mathematical beauty.
